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About This Game
A party game with forklifts?
Wreck your friends in a wild race for logistical glory!

Do you even lift?
Race across a variety of groovy levels to the rhythm of funk like you’ve never heard it before!
Compete or co-operate with up to three of your friends in a race against time. Find out who the true champion of the storage
really is by delivering the most items and racking up the biggest score!
Will you use your cunning and skill to tactically deliver with timing and precision? Or will you use the beastly strength only a
four tonne forklift can possess to annihilate your opposition?

What to expect:
Streamlined gameplay in a simple yet hilarious concept
Hysterical physics that will have you laughing to tears
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A variety of unique and challenging levels
A brain-melting soundtrack that God forgot
Sweet forklifts (now in four different colors!)
Hats. Why? Because why not.

Fork your friends today!
Listen to your inner forklift operator calling.
It thumps your chest like a bass guitar and screeches like a set of skidding wheels.
Glory awaits you and your friends.
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Title: Funklift
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Mostly Harmless Games
Publisher:
Mostly Harmless Games
Release Date: 8 Jun, 2016
b4d347fde0

English
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I got this for free. 10\/10. Excellent picross with occasional minipuzzles of various types. Helpful touches like highlighting of
the cursor's row and column, faded clue numbers for solved groups, disappearing clue numbers for solved rows and columns,
and powerups. A bit more difficult than the previous Arizona Rose game; some puzzles are impossible to begin without guessing
and risking a mistake, unless one uses a powerup. And if I recall correctly, it advances more quickly to the 20 by 20 board than
the previous game does. Hint: Move the cursor while holding a mouse button to select multiple cells (shows selection count
too!). While doing so you may click the other button to cancel the selection, so it's handy for counting cells. But be careful, a
misclick can rapidly generate many mistakes!. I wanted to like Nethergate, but the reality is I do not think the game liked me.
Like many of Spiderweb CRPG's it is more a labor of love than a polished effort. If you have played other of their games and
like the mechanics you'll be fine. I liked the choice between playing Celts and Romans quite a bit. The problem with the game is
mostly none of the tools you really need (which is a common issue with Spiderweb's games) are in the game. The quest\/journal
is laughably bad, after taking a break for a couple months I got back into the game and it was of no use. I had the choice
between replaying the game which I had invested a fair amount of time in or uninstalling and walking away. I chose the later
with zero regret.
If it is on sale and you can tough through the multiple flaws, it might be tolerable. Barely, but I would still not recommend it..
This game is hilarious.. Lovely art, great soundtrack, writing has its moments when the characters aren't literally just saying
"LOL", too bad there's so little actual game in this game. It's got the elements of a great game, but they only really come
together on a few occasions, the rest of your time in Donut County ends up wasted on puzzles that are just too simple, and linear
to create a satisfying challenge. There's a lot to enjoy here, enough to make it worth playing, but the whole thing feels like a
tutorial for a game that never actually materializes.. Sadly, I cannot recommend hypt, even for it's sale price
The hitbox of the sheild is just too damn inconsistent. Lazers will sometimes just clip right through the edges, or bounce in
unpredicible ways. The game started fun, but became very frustrating.. Small Radios Big Televisons is more of an experience
than it is a game.
Its a point and click adventure, but that doesnt draw away from gameplay or the story the game tells.
The story is interesting.
The soundtrack is amazing.
The visuals are 80s themed, cassette tapes and VCR and the like, and the Voxel/Poly artstyle fits it well.
I recommend it.
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A classic point and click adventure game that ended up getting a graphical "upgrade" and some additional polish. As I had
played the game in the past I had a real hard time with the new graphics as they did simply not feel right and decided to remain
in the classical style (big plus is that the game allows switching between the old and new look instantly at any time by a single
press of a button). It does add voice acting which is a pretty nice bonus to the experience. If you love these kinds of games just
get it.
The game has mostly story achievements but has three missable achievements and one "speedrun" that you need to keep in
mind. The speedrun is fairly easily done but might require an additional playthrough if you don't play quick during your first
one.
Time to 100%: 3-6 hours. Now, listen, I'm not a baseball guy at all. I rarely play sports games anymore, in fact.
But I gotta say, Super Mega Baseball: Extra Innings is fantastic fun. It reminds me of playing the title BASEBALL on NES
with my father. Super simple to learn and pick up and play, and just a good time with lots of laughter and fun. I think that's
where it really shines - with the easy-to-learn-controls. And obviously with the bobble-head like characters and goofy team
names, it doesn't take itself too seriously as a baseball game. But I do think even hardcore fans of the sport would probably
enjoy it.
I had this on my radar for what feels like years now, and I think it's probably even worth full price especially if you see
yourself playing alot of local.. \ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. Awesome but 2 short.
Honestly had a blast with three friends nothing better then being a small gnome to sniff out the spooky booky ghosty gal..
NOTE : Ignore the timing. The game takes less than 2-3 hours to finish
In short, it's a fun point-n-click styled detective game, with nice puzzle solving, great animations and surprisingly great voice
acting. Achievements are easy to get.
Worth full price.
The creators of this game went on to create the awesome Nintendo Switch co-op puzzle game Snipperclips.
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